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Stainless steel Bucherer Sub Professional Chronograph Automatic 200m from 1970’s

Fully serviced stainless steel Bucherer Sub Professional Chronograph Automatic 200m. The 
watch has a black round dial with three-sub dial, seconds, minutes and hours and date 
window at 3 o’clock. Each hour is marked with a baton. The watch has an outer 
tachymeter scaled up to 400 and an outside directional bezel marked every 10 up to 50. 
The bezel has gold batons. The hands are in stainless steel with Mercedes style. Tritium 
luminous on batons and hands are very good “T Swiss Made T (1968 to 1998)”. It is a 
stainless steel screw back case with engraved outside “Waterresistant 200m – Swiss – 
Automatic – Chronograph - #12987”. The watch has an automatic Valjoux movement with 
caliber 7750. The watch comes with the original stainless steel strap and a double 
deployant acier inoxydable buckle. 

In 1888, Carl Friedrich and Louise Bucherer opened their first store in Lucerne.  In 1919, 
Bucherer manufactures its own watches in the Jura town of Cortebert. The range of the 
watches offered was large from inexpensive gold strap to high quality timepieces, 
officially certified for the accuracy. Bucherer always held a leading position in the rankings 
for officially tested chronometers. In 1980, the company was producing 100,000 watches 
per year, mostly wristwatches. In 2002, Carl F Bucherer started to make again signature 
high quality watches. Right now, the plant in Legnau is producing around 8000 pieces per 
year, half being mechanical. The unique flagship range bears the name “Patravi”. This 
mainly includes sports instruments with a variety of supplementary functions.

 Technical details

Automatic Valjoux chronograph movement with 60’s, 30 minutes and 12 hours with caliber 
7750, 17 jewels, 28,800 A/h and 46 hours of power reserve.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 40mm
Length including lugs: 47mm

Price: Sold
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